As a key technology of enabling Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications in 5G era, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have quickly attracted widespread attention. However, it is challenging to run computation-intensive DNN-based tasks on mobile devices due to the limited computation resources. What's worse, traditional cloud-assisted DNN inference is heavily hindered by the significant wide-area network latency, leading to poor real-time performance as well as low quality of user experience. To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose Edgent, a framework that leverages edge computing for DNN collaborative inference through device-edge synergy. Edgent exploits two design knobs: (1) DNN partitioning that adaptively partitions computation between device and edge for purpose of coordinating the powerful cloud resource and the proximal edge resource for real-time DNN inference; (2) DNN right-sizing that further reduces computing latency via early exiting inference at an appropriate intermediate DNN layer. In addition, considering the potential network fluctuation in realworld deployment, Edgent is properly design to specialize for both static and dynamic network environment. Specifically, in a static environment where the bandwidth changes slowly, Edgent derives the best configurations with the assist of regressionbased prediction models, while in a dynamic environment where the bandwidth varies dramatically, Edgent generates the best execution plan through the online change point detection algorithm that maps the current bandwidth state to the optimal configuration. We implement Edgent prototype based on the Raspberry Pi and the desktop PC and the extensive experimental evaluations demonstrate Edgent's effectiveness in enabling ondemand low-latency edge intelligence.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE backbone technology supporting modern intelligent mobile applications, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) represent the most commonly adopted machine learning technique and have become increasingly popular. Benefited by the superior performance in feature extraction, DNN have witnessed widespread success in domains from computer vision [2] , speech recognition [3] to natural language processing [4] and big data analysis [5] . Unfortunately, today's mobile devices generally fail to well support these DNN-based applications due to the tremendous amount of computation required by DNN-based applications.
In response to the excessive resource demand of DNNs, traditional wisdom resorts to the powerful cloud datacenter for intensive DNN computation. In this case, the input data generated from mobile devices are sent to the remote cloud datacenter, and the devices receive the execution result as the computation finishes. However, with such cloud-centric approaches, a large amount of data (e.g., images and videos) will be transferred between the end devices and the remote cloud datacenter backwards and forwards via a long wide-area network, which may potentially result in intolerable latency and extravagant energy. To alleviate this problem, we exploit the emerging edge computing paradigm. The principal idea of edge computing [6] - [8] is to sink the cloud computing capability from the network core to the network edges (e.g., base stations and WLAN) in close proximity to end devices [9] - [14] . This novel feature enables computationintensive and latency-critical DNN-based applications to be executed in a real-time responsive manner (i.e., edge intelligence) [15] . By leveraging edge computing, we can design an on-demand low-latency DNNs inference framework for supporting real-time edge AI applications.
While recognizing the benefits of edge intelligence, our empirical study reveals that the performance of edge-based DNN inference is still highly sensitive to the available bandwidth between the edge server and the mobile device. Specifically, as the bandwidth drops from 1Mbps to 50kbps, the edge-based DNN inference latency increases from 0.123s to 2.317s (detailed in Sec. III-B). Considering the vulnerable and volatile network environment in practical deployment, a natural question is whether we can further optimize the DNN inference under the versatile network environment, especially for some mission-critical DNN-based applications such as intelligent security and industrial robotics [16] .
On this issue, in this paper, we exploit the edge computing paradigm and propose Edgent, a low-latency co-inference framework via device-edge synergy. Towards low-latency edge intelligence, 1 Edgent pursues two design knobs. The first is DNN partitioning, which adaptively partitions DNN computation between mobile devices and the edge server according to the available bandwidth so as to utilize the computation capability of the edge server. However, it is insufficient to meet the stringent responsiveness requirement of some mission-critical applications since the execution performance is still restrained by the rest of the model running on mobile devices. Therefore, Edgent further integrate the second knob, DNN right-sizing, which accelerates DNN inference by early exiting inference at an intermediate DNN layer. Essentially, the early-exit mechanism involves a latencyaccuracy tradeoff. To strike a balance on the tradeoff with the existing resources, Edgent makes a joint optimization on both DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing in an ondemand manner. Specifically, for mission-critical applications that are typically with a pre-defined latency requirement, Edgent maximizes the accuracy while promising the latency requirement.
Considering the versatile network condition in practical deployment, Edgent further develops a tailored configuration mechanism so that Edgent can pursue better performance in both static network environment and dynamic network environment. Specifically, in a static network environment (e.g., local area network with fiber or mmWave connection), we regard the bandwidth as stable and figure out a collaboration strategy through execution latency estimation based on the current bandwidth. In this case, Edgent trains regression models to predict the layer-wise inference latency and accordingly derives the optimal configurations for DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing. In a dynamic network environment (e.g., 5G cellular network, vehicular network), to alleviate the impact of network fluctuation, we build a look-up table by profiling and recording the optimal selection of each bandwidth state and specialize the runtime optimizer to detect the bandwidth state transition and map the optimal selection accordingly. Through our specialized design for different network environment, Edgent is able to maximize the inference accuracy without violating the application responsiveness requirement. The prototype implementation and extensive evaluations based on the Raspberry Pi and the desktop PC demonstrate Edgent's effectiveness in enabling on-demand low-latency edge intelligence.
To summarize, we present the contribution of this paper as follows:
• We propose Edgent, a framework for on-demand DNN collaborative inference through device-edge synergy, in which we jointly optimize DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing to maximize the inference accuracy while promising application latency requirement. • Considering the versatile network environments (i.e., static network environment and dynamic network environment), we specialize the workflow design for Edgent to achieve better performance. • We implement and experiment Edgent prototype with a Raspberry Pi and a desktop PC. The evaluation results based on the real-world network trace dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Edgent framework. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review the related literature in Sec. II and present the background and motivation in Sec. III. Then we propose the design of Edgent in Sec. IV. The results of the performance evaluation are shown in Sec. V to demonstrate the effectiveness of Edgent. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Discussions on the topic of mobile DNN computation have recently obtained growing attention. By hosting artificial intelligence on mobile devices, mobile DNN computation deploys DNN models close to users in order to achieve more flexible execution as well as more secure interaction [15] . However, it is challenging to directly execute the computation-intensive DNNs on mobile devices due to the limited computation resource. On this issue, existing efforts dedicate to optimize the DNN computation on edge devices.
Towards low-latency and energy-efficient mobile DNN computation, there are mainly three ways in the literature: runtime management, model architecture optimization and hardware acceleration. Runtime management is to offload computation from mobile devices to the cloud or the edge server, which utilizes external computation resource to obtain better performance. Model architecture optimization attempts to develop novel DNN structure so as to achieve desirable accuracy with moderate computation [17] - [21] . For example, aiming at reducing resource consumption during DNN computation, DNN models are compressed by model pruning [22] - [24] . Recent advance in such kind of optimization has turned to Network Architecture Search (NAS) [25] - [27] . Hardware acceleration generally embraces basic DNN computation operations in hardware level design [28] - [30] while some works aim at optimizing the utilization of the existing hardware resources [31] - [33] .
As one of the runtime optimization methods, DNN partitioning technology segments specific DNN model into some successive parts and deploys each part on multiple participated devices. Specifically, some frameworks [34] - [36] take advantage of DNN partitioning to optimize the computation offloading between the mobile devices and the cloud, while some framework target to distribute computation workload among mobile devices [37] - [39] . Regardless of how many devices are involved, DNN partitioning dedicates to maximize the utilization of external computation resources so as to accelerate the mobile computation. As for DNN right-sizing, it focuses on adjusting the model size under the limitation of the existing environment. On this objective, DNN rightsizing appeals to specialized training technique to generate the deuterogenic branchy DNN model from the original standard DNN model. In this paper, we implement the branchy model with the assist of the open-source BranchyNet [40] framework and Chainer [41] framework.
Compared with the existing work, the novelty of our framework is summarized in the following three aspects. First of all, given the pre-defined application latency requirement, Edgent maximizes the inference accuracy according to the available computation resources, which is significantly different from the existing studies. This feature is essential for practical deployment since different DNN-based applications may require different execution deadlines under different scenarios. Secondly, Edgent integrates both DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing to maximize the inference accuracy while promising application execution deadline. It is worth noting that neither the model partitioning nor the model right-sizing can well address the timing requirement challenge solely. For model partitioning, it does reduce the execution latency, whereas the total processing time is still restricted by the part on the mobile device. For model right-sizing, it accelerates the inference processing through the early-exit mechanism, but the total computation workload is still dominated by the original DNN model architecture and thus it is hard to finish the inference before the application deadline.
Therefore, we propose to integrate these two approaches to expand the design space. The integration of model partitioning and model right-sizing is not a one-step effort, and we need to carefully design the decision optimization algorithms to fully explore the selection of the partition point and the exiting point and thus to strike a good balance between accuracy and latency in an on-demanded manner. Through these efforts, we can achieve the design target such that given the predefined latency constraint, the DNN inference accuracy is maximized without violating the latency requirement. Last but not least, we specialize the design of Edgent for both static and dynamic network environments while existing efforts (e.g., [38] ) mainly focus on the scenario with stable network. Considering the diverse application scenarios and deployment environments in practice, we specialize the design of the configurator and the runtime optimizer for the static and dynamic network environments, by which Edgent can generate proper decisions on the exit point and partition point tailored to the network conditions.
III. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first give a brief introduction on DNN. Then we analyze the limitation of edge-and device-only methods, motivated by which we explore the way to utilize DNN partitioning and right-sizing to accelerate DNN inference with device-edge synergy.
A. A Brief Introduction on DNN
With the proliferation of data and computation capability, DNN has served as the core technology for a wide range of intelligent applications across Computer Vision (CV) [2] and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [4] . Fig. 1 shows a toy DNN for image recognition that recognizes a cat. As we can see, a typical DNN model can be represented as a directed graph, which consists of a series of connected layers where neurons are connected with each other. During the DNN computation (i.e., DNN training or DNN inference), each neuron accepts weighted inputs from its neighborhood and generates outputs after some activation operations. A typical DNN may have dozens of layers and hundreds of nodes per layer and the total number of parameters can easily reach to the millions level, thus a typical DNN inference demands a large amount of computation. In this paper, we focus on DNN inference rather than DNN training since the training process is generally delay-tolerant and often done offline on powerful cloud datacenters.
B. Insufficiency of Device-or Edge-Only DNN Inference
Traditional mobile DNN computation is either solely performed on mobile devices or wholly offloaded to cloud/edge servers. Unfortunately, both approaches may lead to poor performance (i.e., high end-to-end latency), making it difficult to meet real-time applications latency requirements [10] . For illustration, we employ a Raspberry Pi and a desktop PC to emulate the mobile device and edge server respectively, and perform image recognition task over cifar-10 dataset with the classical AlexNet model [42] . Fig. 2 depicts the end-to-end latency subdivision of different methods under different bandwidths on the edge server and the mobile device (simplified as Edge and Device in Fig. 2 ). As shown in Fig. 2 , it takes more than 2s to finish the inference task on a resourceconstrained mobile device. As a contrast, the edge server only spends 0.123s for inference under a 1Mbps bandwidth. However, as the bandwidth drops, the execution latency of the edge-only method climbs rapidly (the latency climbs to 2.317s when the bandwidth drops to 50kbps). This indicates that the performance of the edge-only method is dominated by the data transmission latency (the computation time at server side remains at ∼10ms) and is therefore highly sensitive to the available bandwidth. Considering the scarcity of network bandwidth resources in practice (e.g., due to network resource contention between users and applications) and the limitation of computation resources on mobile devices, device-and edgeonly methods are insufficient to support emerging mobile applications in stringent real-time requirements.
C. DNN Partitioning and Right-Sizing towards Edge Intelligence
DNN Partitioning: To better understand the performance bottleneck of DNN inference, in Fig. 3 we refine the layerwise execution latency (on Raspberry Pi) and the intermediate output data size per layer. Seen from Fig. 3 , the latency and output data size of each layer show great heterogeneity, implying that a layer with a higher latency may not output larger data size. Based on this observation, an intuitive idea is DNN partitioning, i.e., dividing DNN into two parts and offloading the computation-intensive part to the server at a low transmission cost and thus reducing total end-to-end execution latency. As an illustration, we select the second local response normalization layer (i.e., lrn_2) in Fig. 3 as the partition point and the layers before the point are offloaded to the server side while the rest remains on the device. Through model partitioning between device and edge, hybrid computation resources in proximity can be in comprehensive utilization towards low-latency DNN inference.
DNN Right-Sizing: Although DNN partitioning can significantly reduce the latency, it should be noted that with the optimal DNN partitioning, the inference latency is still constrained by the remaining computation on the mobile device. To further reduce the execution latency, the DNN rightsizing method is employed in conjunction with DNN partitioning. DNN right-sizing accelerates DNN inference through the early-exit mechanism. For example, by training DNN models with multiple exit points, a standard AlexNet model can be derived as a branchy AlexNet as Fig. 4 shows, where a shorter branch (e.g., the branch ended with the exit point 1) implies a smaller model size and thus a shorter runtime. Note that in Fig. 4 only the convolutional layers (CONV) and the fullyconnected layers (FC) are drawn for the ease of illustration. This novel branchy structure demands novel training methods. In this paper, we implement the branchy model training with the assist of the open-source BranchyNet [40] framework.
Problem Definition: Clearly, DNN right-sizing leads to a latency-accuracy tradeoff, i.e., while the early-exit mechanism reduces the total inference latency, it hurts the inference accuracy. Considering the fact that some latency-sensitive applications have strict deadlines but can tolerate moderate precision losses, we can strike a good balance between latency and accuracy in an on-demand manner. In particular, given the pre-defined latency requirement, our framework should maximize accuracy within the deadline. More precisely, the problem addressed in this paper can be summarized as how to make a joint optimization on DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing in order to maximize the inference accuracy without violating the pre-defined latency requirement.
IV. FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN
In this section, we present the design of Edgent, which generates the optimal collaborative DNN inference plan that maximizes the accuracy while meeting the latency requirement in both the static and dynamic bandwidth environment.
A. Framework Overview
Edgent aims to pursue a better DNN inference performance across a wide range of network conditions. As shown in Fig. 5 , Edgent works in three stages: offline configuration stage, online tuning stage and co-inference stage.
At the offline configuration stage, Edgent inputs the employed DNN to the Static/Dynamic Configurator component and obtains the corresponding configuration for online tuning. To be specific, composed of trained regression models and branchy DNN model, the static configuration will be employed where the bandwidth keeps stable during the DNN inference (which will be detailed in Sec. IV-B), while composed of the trained branchy DNN and the optimal selection for different bandwidth states, the dynamic configuration will be used adaptive to the state dynamics (which will be detailed in Sec. IV-C).
At the online tuning stage, Edgent measures the current bandwidth state and makes a joint optimization on DNN partitioning and DNN right-sizing based on the given latency requirement and the configuration obtained offline, aiming at maximizing the inference accuracy under the given latency requirement.
At the co-inference stage, based on the co-inference plan (i.e., the selected exit point and partition point) generated at the online tuning stage, the layers before the partition point will be executed on the edge server with the rest remaining on the device.
During DNN inference, the bandwidth between the mobile device and the edge server may be relatively stable or frequently changing. Though Edgent runs on the same workflow in both static and dynamic network environments, the function of Configurator component and Runtime Optimizer component differ. Specifically, under a static bandwidth environment, the configurator trains regression models to predict inference latency and the branchy DNN to enable early-exit mechanism. The static configuration generated offline includes the trained regression models and the trained branchy DNN, based on which the Runtime Optimizer will figure out the optimal co-inference plan. Under a dynamic bandwidth environment, the dynamic configurator creates a configuration map that records the optimal selection for different bandwidth state via the change point detector, which will then be input to the Runtime Optimizer to generate the optimal co-inference plan. In the following, we will discuss the specialized design of the configurator and optimizer for the static and dynamic environments, respectively.
B. Edgent for Static Environment
As a starting point, we first consider our framework design in the case of the static network environment. The key idea of the static configurator is to train regression models to predict the layer-wise inference latency and train the branchy model to enable early-exit mechanism. The configurator specialized for the static bandwidth environment is shown in Fig. 6 .
At the offline configuration stage, to generate static configuration, the static configurator initiates two tasks: (1) profile layer-wise inference latency on the mobile device and the edge server respectively and accordingly train regression models for different kind of DNN layer (e.g., Convolution, Fully-Connected, etc.), (2) train the DNN model with multiple exit points via BranchyNet framework to obtain branchy DNN. The profiling process is to record the inference latency of each type of layers rather than that of the entire model. Base on the profiling results, we establish the prediction model for each type of layers by performing a series of regression models with independent variables shown in Table I . Since there are limited types of layers in a typical DNN, the profiling cost is moderate. Since the layer-wise inference latency is infrastructure-dependent and the DNN training is application-related, for a specific DNN inference Edgent only needs to initialize the above two tasks for once.
At the online tuning stage, using the static configuration (i.e., the prediction model and the branchy DNN), the Runtime Optimizer component searches the optimal exit point and partition point to maximize the accuracy while ensuring the execution deadline with three inputs: (1) the static configuration, (2) the measured bandwidth between the edge server and the end device and (3) the latency requirement. The search process of joint optimization on the selection of partition point and exit point is described in Algorithm 1. For a DNN model with M exit points, we denote that the branch of i-th exit point has N i layers and D p is the output of the p-th layer. We use the abvoe-mentioned regression models to predict the latency ED j of the j-th layer running on the device and the latency ES j of the j-th layer running on the server. Under a certain bandwidth B, fed with the input data Input, we can calculate the total latency A i,p by summing up the computation latency on each side and the communication latency for transferring input data and intermediate execution result. We denote p-th layer as the partition point of the branch with the i-th exit point. Therefore, p = 1 indicates that the total inference process will only be executed on the device side (i.e., ES p = 0, D p−1 /B = 0, Input/B = 0) whereas p = N i means the total computation is only done on the server side (i.e., ED p = 0, D p−1 /B = 0). Through the exhaustive search on points, we can figure out the optimal partition point with the minimum latency of the i-th exit point. Since the model partitioning does not affect the inference accuracy, we can successively test the DNN inference with different exit layers (i.e., with different precision) and find the model with the maximum accuracy while satisfying the latency requirement at the same time. As the regression models for layer-wise latency prediction have been trained in advance, Algorithm 1 mainly involves linear search operations and can be completed very quickly (no more than 1ms in our experiment).
There are two basic assumptions for our design. One is that we assume the existing DNN inference on mobile devices cannot satisfy the application latency requirement and there is an edge server in proximity that is available to be employed to accelerate DNN inference through computation offloading. The other assumption is that the regression models for performance prediction are trained based on the situation that the computation resources for the DNN model execution on the mobile device and the edge server are fixed and allocated beforehand. Nevertheless, these assumptions can be further relaxed, since we can train more advanced performance prediction models (e.g., using deep learning models) by taking different resource levels into account.
C. Edgent for Dynamic Environment
The key idea of Edgent for the dynamic environment is to exploit the historical bandwidth traces and employ Configuration Map Constructor to generate the optimal coinference plans for versatile bandwidth states in advance. Specifically, under the dynamic environment Edgnet generates the dynamic configuration (i.e., a configuration map that records the optimal selections for different bandwidth states) at the offline stage, and at the online stage Edgent searches for the optimal partition plan according to the configuration map. The configurator specialized for the dynamic bandwidth environment is shown in Fig. 7 .
At the offline configuration stage, the dynamic configurator performs following initialization: (1) sketch the bandwidth states (noted as s1, s2, · · · ) from the historical bandwidth traces and (2) pass the bandwidth states, latency requirement and the employed DNN to the static Edgent to acquire the optimal exit point and partition point for the current input. The representation of the bandwidth states is motivated by the existing study of adaptive video streaming [43] , where the throughput of TCP connection can be modeled as a piece-wise stationary process where the connection consists of multiple non-overlapping stationary segments. In the dynamic configurator, it defines a bandwidth state s as the mean of the throughput on the client side in a segment of the underlying TCP connection. With each bandwidth state, we acquire Select the branch of i-th exit point 4: for j = 1, · · · , N i do 5 :
end for 8 :
if A i,p ≤ Latency then 10: return Exit point i and partition point p 11: end if 12: end for 13: return NULL can not meet the latency requirement the optimal co-inference plan by calling the Configuration Map Constructor and record that in a map as the dynamic configuration.
The configuration map construction algorithm run in Configuration Map Constructor is presented in Algorithm 2. The key idea of Algorithm 2 is to utilize the reward function to evaluate the selection of the exit point and partition point. Since our design goal is to maximize the inference accuracy while promising the application latency requirement, it is necessary to measure whether the searched co-inference strategy can meet the latency requirement and whether the inference accuracy has been maximized. Therefore, we define a reward
Algorithm 2 Configuration Map Construction
Input: {s i |i = 1, · · · , N}: the bandwidth states {C j |j = 1, · · · , M}: the co-inference strategy R(C j ): the reward of co-inference strategy C j Output: Configuration Map 1: Procedure 2: for i = 1, · · · , N do 3: Select the bandwidth state s i 4:
reward max = 0, C optimal = 0 5:
for j = 1, · · · , M do 6:
if reward max ≤ reward cj then 8: reward max = reward cj , C optimal = C j 9: end if 10: end for 11: Get the corresponding exit point and partition point of C optimal 12:
Add S i :< exit point, partition point > to the Configuration Map 13: end for 14: return Configuration Map to evaluate the performance of each search step as follow:
where t step is the average execution latency in the current search step (i.e., the selected exit point and partition point in the current search step), which equals to 1 throughput . The conditions of Equation (1) prioritizes that the latency requirement t req should be satisfied, otherwise the reward will be set as 0 directly. Whenever the latency requirement is met, the reward of the current step will be calculated as exp (acc) + throughput, where acc is the accuracy of current inference. If the latency requirement is satisfied, the search emphasizes on improving the accuracy and when multiple options have the similar accuracy, the one with the higher throughput will be selected. In Algorithm 2, s i represents a bandwidth state extracted from the bandwidth traces and C j is a co-inference strategy (i.e., a combination of exit point and partition point ) indexed by j. R(C j ) denotes the reward of the co-inference strategy C j , which can be obtained by calculating Equation (1) according to the accuracy and the throughput of C j .
At the online tuning stage, the Runtime Optimizer component selects the optimal co-inference plan according to the dynamic configuration and real-time bandwidth measurements. Algorithm 3 depicts the whole process in Runtime Optimizer. Note that Algorithm 3 calls the change point detection function D(B 1,··· ,t ) [44] to detect the distributional state change of the underlying bandwidth dynamics. Particularly, when the sampling distribution of the bandwidth measurement has changed significantly, the change point detection function records a change point and logs a bandwidth state transition. Then with f ind(state) function, the Runtime Optimizer captures the corresponding co-inference strategy to the current bandwidth state (or the closest state) in the dynamic configuration and accordingly guides the collaborative inference process at the co-inference stage.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present our implementation of Edgent and the evaluation results.
A. Experimental Setup
We implement a prototype based on the Raspberry Pi and the desktop PC to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of Edgent. Equipped with a quad-core 3.40 GHz Intel processor and 8 GB RAM, a desktop PC is served as the edge server. Equipped with a quad-core 1.2 GHz ARM processor and 1 GB RAM, a Raspberry Pi 3 is used to act as a mobile device.
To set up a static bandwidth environment, we use the WonderShaper tool [45] to control the available bandwidth. As for the dynamic bandwidth environment setting, we use the dataset of Belgium 4G/LTE bandwidth logs [46] to emulate the online dynamic bandwidth environment. To generate the configuration map, we use the synthetic bandwidth traces provided by Oboe [43] to generate 428 bandwidth states range from 0Mbps to 6Mbps.
To obtain the branchy DNN, we employ BranchyNet [40] framework and Chainer [41] framework, which can well support multi-branchy DNN training. In our experiments we take the standard AlexNet [42] as the toy model and train the AlexNet model with five exit points for image classification over the cifar-10 dataset [47] . As shown in Fig. 4 , the trained branchy AlexNet has five exit points, with each point corresponds to a branch of the standard AlexNet. From the longest branch to the shortest branch, the number of layers in each exit point is 22, 20, 19, 16 and 12, respectively. 
B. Experiments in Static Bandwidth Environment
In the static configurator, the prediction model for layerwise prediction is trained based on the independent variables presented in Table I . The branchy AlexNet is deployed on both the edge server and the mobile device for performance evaluation. Specifically, due to the high-impact characteristics of the latency requirement and the available bandwidth during the optimization procedure, the performance of Edgent is measured under different pre-defined latency requirements and varying available bandwidth settings.
We first explore the impact of the bandwidth by fixing the latency requirement at 1000ms and setting the bandwidth from 50kbps to 1.5Mbps. Fig. 8(a) shows the optimal coinference plan (i.e., the selection of partition point and exit point) generated by Edgent under various bandwidth settings. Shown in Fig. 8(a) , as bandwidth increases, the optimal exit point becomes larger, indicating that a better network environment leads to a longer branch of the employed DNN and thus higher accuracy. Fig. 8(b) shows the inference latency 
Algorithm 3 Runtime Optimizer for Dynamic Environment
Input: {B 1,··· ,t }: the accumulated bandwidth measurements until the current moment t {C j |j = 1, · · · , t}: the co-inference strategy {s i |i = 1, · · · , t}: the bandwidth states D(B 1,··· ,t ): the bandwidth state detection function that returns the current bandwidth state f ind(s): find the co-inference strategy corresponds to the given state s Output: Co-inference strategy
C t ← f ind(s t ) 6: end if 7: s t−1 = s t 8: C t−1 = C t 9: return C t change trend where the latency first descends sharply and then climbs abruptly as the bandwidth increases. This fluctuation makes sense since the bottleneck of the system changes as the bandwidth becomes higher. When the bandwidth is smaller than 250kbps, the optimization of Edgent is restricted by the poor communication condition and prefers to trade the high inference accuracy for low execution latency, for which the exit point is set as 3 rather than 5. As the bandwidth rises, the execution latency is no longer the bottleneck so that the exit point climbs to 5, implying a model with larger size and thus higher accuracy. There is another interesting result that the curve of predicted latency and the measured latency is nearly overlapping, which shows the effectiveness of our regression-based prediction. Next, we set the available bandwidth at 500kbps and vary the latency requirement from 1000ms to 100ms for further exploration. Fig. 8(c) shows the optimal partition point and exit point under different latency requirements. As illustrated in Fig. 8(c) , both the optimal exit point and partition point climb higher as the latency requirement relaxes, which means that a later execution deadline will provide more room for accuracy improvement. Fig. 9 shows the model inference accuracy of different methods under different latency requirement settings (the bandwidth is fixed as 400kbps). The accuracy is described in negative when the method cannot satisfy the latency requirement. As Fig. 9 shows, given a tightly restrict latency requirement (e.g., 100ms), all the four methods fail to meet the requirement, for which all the four squares lay below the standard line. However, as the latency requirement relaxes, Edgent works earlier than the other three methods (at the requirements of 200ms and 300ms) with the moderate loss of accuracy. When the latency requirement is set longer than 400ms, all the methods except for device-only inference successfully finish execution in time.
C. Experiments in Dynamic Bandwidth Environment
For the configuration map generation, we use the bandwidth traces provided in Oboe [43] . Each bandwidth trace in the dataset consists of 49 pairs of data tuple about download chunks, including start time, end time and the average bandwidth. We calculate the mean value of all the average bandwidth in the same bandwidth trace to represent the bandwidth state fluctuation, from which we obtain 428 bandwidth states range from 0Mbps to 6Mbps. According to the Algorithm 2, through the exhaustive search, we figure out the optimal selection of each bandwidth state. The latency requirement in this experiment is also set to 1000ms.
For online change point detection, we use the existing implementation [48] and integrate it with the Runtime Optimizer. We use the Belgium 4G/LTE bandwidth logs dataset [46] to perform online bandwidth measurement, which records the bandwidth traces that are measured on several types of transportation: on foot, bicycle, bus, train or car. Additionally, Since that most of the bandwidth logs are over 6Mbps and in some cases even up to 95Mbps, to adjust the edge computing scenario, in our experiment, we scale down the bandwidth of the logs and limit it in a range from 0Mbps to 10Mbps.
In this experiment Edgent runs in a dynamic bandwidth environment emulated by the adjusted Belgium 4G/LTE bandwidth logs. Fig. 10(a) shows an example bandwidth trace on the dataset that is recorded on a running bus. Fig. 10(b) shows the DNN model inference throughput results under the bandwidth environment showed in Fig. 10(a) . The corresponding optimal selection of the exit point and partition point is presented in Fig. 10(c) . Seen from Fig. 10(c) , the optimal selection of model inference strategy varies with the bandwidth changes but the selected exit point stays at 5, which means that the network environment is good enough for Edgent to satisfy the latency requirement though the bandwidth fluctuates. In addition, since the exit point remains invariable, the inference accuracy also keeps stable. Dominated by our reward function design, the selection of partition points approximately follows the traces of the throughput result. The experimental results show the effectiveness of Edgent under the dynamic bandwidth environment.
We further compare the static configurator and the dynamic configurator under the dynamic bandwidth environment in Fig. 11 . We set the latency requirement as 1000ms and record the throughput and the reward for the two configurators, base on which we calculate the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). Seen from Fig. 11(a) , under the same CDF level, Edgent with the dynamic configurator achieves higher Fig. 11 . The throughput and reward comparison between two configurations. throughput, demonstrating that under the dynamic network environment the dynamic configurator performs co-inference with higher efficiency. For example, set CDF as 0.6, the dynamic configurator makes 27 FPS throughput while the static configurator makes 17 FPS. In addition, the CDF curve of dynamic configurator rises with 11 FPS throughput while the static configurator begins with 1 FPS, which indicates that the dynamic configurator works more efficiently than the static configurator at the beginning. Fig. 11 (b) presents the CDF results of reward. Similarly, under the same CDF level, the dynamic configurator acquires higher reward than the static configurator and the CDF curve of the dynamic configurator rises latter again. However, in Fig. 11(b) the two curves is closer than in Fig. 11(a) , which means that the two configurators achieve nearly the same good performance from the perspective of reward. This is because the two configurators make similar choices in the selection of exit point (i.e., in most cases both of them select exit point 5 as part of the co-inference strategy). Therefore the difference of the reward mainly comes from the throughput result. It demonstrates that the static configurator may perform as well as the dynamic configurator in some cases but the dynamic configurator is better in general under the dynamic network environment.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose Edgent, an on-demand DNN coinference framework with device-edge collaboration. Enabling low-latency edge intelligence, Edgent introduces two design knobs to optimize the DNN inference latency: DNN partitioning that enables device-edge collaboration, and DNN rightsizing that leverages early-exit mechanism. We introduce two configurators that are specially designed to figure out the collaboration strategy under static and dynamic bandwidth environments, respectively. Our prototype implementation and the experimental evaluation on Raspberry Pi shows the feasibility and effectiveness of Edgent towards low-latency edge intelligence. For the future work, our proposed framework can be further combined with existing model compression techniques to accelerate DNN inference. Besides, we can extend our framework to support multi-device application scenarios by designing efficient resource allocation algorithms. We hope to stimulate more discussion and efforts in the society and fully realize the vision of edge intelligence.
